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Leaving Certificate Art 

The Oide Visual Art/ Art team is 

pleased to offer teachers of 

Visual Art/Art, who did not have 

the opportunity to attend 

previous seminars on the new 

Leaving Certificate Art 

Specification, an opportunity to 

attend the following professional 

learning events.



Who is Oide?

Oide is a new Department of 

Education support service for schools, 

officially launched on September 1st,

2023. The service is the result of the 

integration of CSL, JCT, NIPT, and 

PDST, bringing together a wealth of 

expertise and resources to better 

support our education system.



Support for Art/Visual Art 

www.jct.ie www.pdst.ie

www.oide.ie



Meet the team

&

Associate teachers from around the 

country

Gemma Tierney

Senior Leader

Melissa Murphy

Professional Learning 

Leader

Stephanie Hodgers

Professional Learning 

Leader

Kathleen McCormack 

Professional  Learning 

Leader

Orla Doyle

Professional Learning 

Leader



Control Bar Features

Look at the Control bar on the bottom of 

your DESKTOP window

Click on the blue icon with the camera



Zoom Features 

Side-by-side allows us to see both the 

content and the host simultaneously 

Click View Options and select Side-by-Side 

view

Click on the centre line to adjust the sizes of 

each window



Zoom Features

Microphone Camera

Reactions Participants 

Chat To leave the 

meeting 



Meeting Protocall

This Zoom meeting will not be recorded

To respect the privacy of all participants 

we would request that you do not record 

or take screenshots of participant



Overview of the Meeting

Participants will …

Become familiar with the Leaving Certificate Art Specification 

Explore the Specification’s Strands, Strand Units and associated 

Learning Outcomes

Examine Visual Studies; the Framework and the Content Areas 



Continuum of Student Learning

Primary 
Visual Arts

Junior Cycle 
Visual Art

Level 1 and Level 2 Learning Programmes

Leaving Certificate 
Art

Leaving Certificate 
Applied 

Craft and Design

Leaving 
Certificate Applied 

Visual Art

Aistear: the Early 

Childhood Curriculum 

Framework



Rationale, Aim and Objectives

Rationale

This specification is built around the artistic 

process and how it supports learning.

Aim

Leaving Certificate Art aims to develop in learners 

the knowledge, skills, understanding and values

needed to bring an idea to realisation and to 

respond to, understand, analyse and evaluate 

their own work and the work of others.

Leaving Certificate Art Specification, page 6 & 7



Rationale, Aim and Objectives

Leaving Certificate Art Specification, page 7



Building on Key skills from Junior Cycle

What will this look like for the learner?



Create
Strand Unit
2.1 Making

2.2 Contextual

enquiries

2.3 Process

2.4 Realisation/

Presenting

Research
Strand Units

1.1 Looking

1.2 Recording and 
documenting

1.3 Experimenting and 
interpretation

1.4 Contextual enquiries

1.5 Process

Strands and Strand Units

Respond
Strand Units

3.1 Analysis

3.2 Contextual enquiries

3.3 Impact and value

3.4 Critical 

and personal reflection

3.5 Process



Create
Strand Unit
2.1 Making

2.2 Contextual

enquiries

2.3 Process

2.4 Realisation/

Presenting

Research
Strand Units

1.1 Looking

1.2 Recording and 
documenting

1.3 Experimenting and 
interpretation

1.4 Contextual enquiries

1.5 Process

Strands and Strand Units

Respond
Strand Units

3.1 Analysis

3.2 Contextual enquiries

3.3 Impact and value

3.4 Critical 

and personal reflection

3.5 Process

While the learning outcomes associated with each strand 

are set out separately this does not imply they are to be 

studied in isolation. The learner’s engagement and 

learning are optimised by a fully integrated experience of 

all three strands.
Leaving Certificate Art Specification, page 12



The Learning Outcomes

It is important to remember that Learning Outcomes 

should be achievable to each learner’s ability level.

Leaving Certificate Art Specification, page 13

Learning OutcomesStrands Units



Learning Outcomes

Statements in curriculum specifications to describe the

knowledge, understanding, skills and values students

should be able to demonstrate after a period of learning.

Learning outcomes provide the building blocks for teachers to

plan their teaching, learning and assessment.

NCCA Focus on Learning, Learning Outcomes 05, Page 6



The Learning Outcomes

Create

Strand Units

Students learn about

Learning Outcomes

Student should be able to

2.3 Process ● describe their motivation/area of enquiry  

● illustrate sources of information  

● create a selection of drawings, studies and realised work  

● develop, experiment with and edit their work  justify their 

selection of relevant visual responses  understand the 

properties of media and apply them appropriately

● Explain the rationale for their choice

● relate their research, processes and decisions that led 

to their realised work



Action Verbs

Create

Strand Units

Students learn about

Learning Outcomes

Student should be able to

2.3 Process relate their research, processes and 

decisions that led to their realised work

Action Verb: Relate: associate, giving reasons

By choosing this Learning Outcome what do we want the student 

to Know, Understand And Be able to do? 



Yayoi Kusama, Yellow Pumpkin

Questions?

Breen, D 2022, Brainstorm, Ceadogán Rugmakers-Le



Visual Studies

The study of the visual expressions of all

aspects of culture, created by past, recent

modern and contemporary societies, is

called Visual Studies. By researching,

creating and responding to work, students

will learn to know and understand the work

they make as well as works by other artists.

Leaving Certificate Art Specification, page 13 Kieran Gallagher



Visual Studies Framework



Visual Studies Framework



Visual Studies Content Areas and 
the Related Sections of Focus  

For the written component one

section of focus within content

area 1 must be studied

For the written component one

section of focus within content

area 2 must be studied

For the written component

students will study all sections

of focus in content area 3



Visual Studies Content Areas and 
the Related Sections of Focus  

For the written component one

section of focus within content

area 1 must be studied

For the written component one

section of focus within content

area 2 must be studied

For the written component

students will study all sections

of focus in content area 3

It should also be noted that Content Area 3, Today’s world, should not be 

seen in isolation and students need to be made aware that links can be 

formed with Content Areas 1 and 2, Europe and the wider world and 

Ireland and its place in the wider world.

Leaving Certificate Art Specification, Page 29.



The Visual Studies Framework Elements

27

The Card Players, Paul Cézanne

6 Framework Elements
Context

Artists and Artworks
Analysis

Art Elements and Design Principles
Media and Areas of Practice

Innovation and Invention

Visual Studies Framework 
● Before the period/movement 
● The period/movement 
● After the period/movement



Element Description 

Context This is information that reveals more about the circumstances surrounding a period, movement,

artist, work, related works, artefact/s, setting, event, statement or idea, and which explains it in more

detail.

This should include, where relevant, the historical, political, social, economic and ideological

contexts of the time. Students should consider how these inform their reading of an artwork and how

contexts impact on the appreciation of artists and the value of their work. Students should also learn to

identify, study and understand artworks in ways that speak to them.

In understanding the context of the period/movement being studied, it is also important that students look

at how patrons and agencies promote art and artists past and present. This will help students to

understand how and why the work became popular, why artworks are valuable, why some are curated

for exhibition and how this in turn affects how the work is viewed.

Students should also study a range of other examples of works that represent the visual culture that

existed around their chosen area/s of study. For example, and this list is not exhaustive, architecture,

landscape and urban/rural design, film, advertising, new media, UX design for websites or apps, fine art,

craft, design, photography, fashion and more.

Framework Elements: Context



Applying the Framework

Students should understand and be able to

describe, explain and discuss;

Before the period/movement

The period/movement

After the period/movement

They achieve this by using the

six framework elements.
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Art and the Environment 

Artists: Theory and Thinking

Artists: Processes and Media

Art as Social Commentary or Commentator

Today's World: Content Area 3

and its Related Sections of Focus

Students should refer to the Visual Studies framework elements (Context, Artists and Artworks, Analysis, 

Art Elements and Design Principles, Media and Areas of Practice and Innovation and Invention) when 

studying content area 3.  Leaving Certificate Art Specification, page 29



Section of Focus 
Section of 

Focus

Description 

Art and the 

environment

This section of focus recognises the importance of the environment to artists and how it can be a primary 

source for inspiration and use as a medium in its own right. It also acknowledges that students are 

surrounded by their own local environment, which can be a source of inspiration. Art and the environment 

includes a range of artistic practices encompassing both historical depictions and traditional approaches to 

nature in art. More recent developments have seen environmental artwork that addresses social and 

political issues, which can include the use of the environment itself as the medium and/or the message. 

How an artist uses or responds to an environment reflects how they are often sensitive to questions such as 

the preservation of built heritage, cultural lives of people in the community, ecology and nature, etc. and 

recognise its importance to themes of identity. 

Using the Visual Studies Framework, the environment can be explored as a resource which sees artists often 

elaborate on the unique characteristics peculiar to that environment and enhance or comment on it in some 

way. Architecture, Land Art and the landscape itself, Street Art, Public Art, Environmental Design, urban/rural 

design, issues and ideas around Education for Sustainable Development, Consumer/Product Design, Interior 

Design, and even Online Environments are among many of the rich sources for visual research and study in 

this section of focus.



Today’s World and Related 
Sections of Focus 

To varying degrees, all 

four sections are 

interconnected and 

should be referred to, 

where relevant.
Leaving Certificate Art Specification, page 29Art and the Environment 

Artists: Theory and Thinking

Artists: Processes and Media

Art as Social Commentary or Commentator



Graphic Organiser

Students should refer to the Visual Studies framework elements (Context, Artists and Artworks, Analysis, Art Elements 
and Design Principles, Media and Areas of Practice and Innovation and Invention) when studying content area 3. 
Leaving Certificate Art Specification, page 29

Artists: Theory and Thinking

Artists: Processes and Media

Art as Social Commentary or Commentator

Art and the Environment



Art-Led Experiences

● Artists: Theory and thinking

● Artists: Processes and media

● Art as Social Commentary or 

Commentator

● Art and the Environment

3. Today’s world

?

Street 
Art

?

?
?

??

?

What Art-Led experiences might your 

students engage with? 



Leaving Certificate Art Overview

180 hours class 
contact time.
First Exam 2023

Differentiation

Through the learning 

outcomes of the 

specification

In the process of 

teaching and learning

Through assessment

Overview of Assessment

Assessed at both 

Ordinary and Higher level

Practical Coursework 50%

Practical Examination 20%

Written Examination 30%



Overview of Assessment



Overview of Assessment



Areas of Practice

There are a range 

of areas of practice 

available within Art 

for learners to 

study



The Written Examination

Written Examination

Today's World                                            50 Marks

Europe and the Wider World 50 Marks

Ireland and its Place in the Wider World 50 Marks

ns in the Written Examination



Yayoi Kusama, Yellow Pumpkin

Questions?

Breen, D 2022, Brainstorm, Ceadogán Rugmakers-Le



Oide Art/Visual Art Post-Primary

Follow us on 
@Oide_Art_VisArt



Oide Creativity

Follow on X @Oide_Creativity

www.creativity.oide.ie



Thank you
info@oide.ie

X @Oide_Art_VisArt

X @Oide_Creativity

mailto:info@oide.ie
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